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Distinguishing. clouds from light surface backgrounds such as sand or snow in satellite photographs is an important but often difficult task. It is the purpose of this note to present an example in which snow was mistaken for clouds over the Adirondack region of New York and to provide some guidelines for more accurate interpretation of ambiguous cases. Figure 1 is a nephanalysis chart for 1533 GMT, December 7, 1964, showing the northeastern United States with cloudiness surrounding the Adirondacks. Figure 2 shows the picture from which the chart was prepared. In reality most of the area around the Adirondacks was clear.
In the area of interest, the Laurentians, Adirondacks, Green, and. White Mountains in all seasons of the year usually appear relatively dark while the surrounding valleys are lighter in tone. Of these mountainous areas, the Adirondacks and Laurentians are darker than the others. These observations disagree with those of Cronin [3] who mapped the tonal shades of the United States and southern Canada from TIROS photography for the period from February to April. He showed the Laurentians, Adirondacks, and Green Mountains as light in tone. The Adirondacks were described as "nothing particularly distinctive" although he added, ". . . since the tree cover is principally coniferous, the crowns may retain snow for a while after a fall." Later, Bird and Morrison [ 11, also utilizing TIROS photography, noted that the Laurentians, when snow covered, appeared grey, while the nearby valleys which were free of snow were dark. They documented this further (Morrison and Bird [4] ) by presenting a case of change from light to dark tone as a snow cover melted in the St. Lawrence Valley over a 2-week period. The White Mountain area of New Hampshire has a distribution of flora similar to that of the Green Mountains, and its tone appears the same in the satellite pictures.
These observations coupled with the satellite pictures of the area, show that in general the darkest tones characterize coniferous forest, and the lightest tones indicate 
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open farmland. The tone of deciduous forest is between the two, and combinations of forest and farmland, when small areas of each are mixed, yield integrated intermediate tones.
However, there are variations to these generalities which are summarized below by season:
Summer: At this time, the valleys surrounding the Adirondacks are distinctly lighter ' than the mountains. The Adirondacks are the same or slightly darker than the Green Mountains. The picture in figure 3 illustrates these characteristics.
F d : Tonal range between the mountains w d the valleys reaches a minimum, but a distinction can be noted in the good photography. The decrease in contrast from summertime is caused by changes in the spectrum of reflected light. Even in the Adirondacks, there is a large percentage of deciduous forest. These trees change from summer greens to shades of brown, yellow, and red, while the farmland shifts from light green to brown. Since the satellite system is most responsive in the range of yellow and orange, the tone of the forest is .shifted more toward white than is that of the farmland. The result is a decrease in contrast between the two.
Winter: A snow cover of about 1 in. will whiten the Champlain and St. Lawrence valleys considerably. Amounts of about 4 in. or more will increase the reflectance Spring: Although a snow cover usually exists in the mountains while the valleys are clear of snow, the Adirondacks appear darker than the valleys. Only upon rare occasions, which usually occur in the spring or fall, do the mountains appear lighter than the valleys. This occurs when wet snow covers the trees. At these times rain falls in the valleys. This condition is illustrated in figure 5 . Similar accumulations of dry snow on the trees is rare because of frequent winds. Elevations above 1 km. in winter are usually rimed, and one would expect that these areas would show in the photography. However, they have not been identified as such, apparently because the areas are too small.
These observations show the seasonal variations in picture tone. At times the variations are large enough to completely reverse their normal relative values, thus causing confusion to those who must interpret. clouds and cloud amounts against these backgrounds. Similar details for other parts of the world are necessary t o obtain maximum use from the satellite pictures.
